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Abstrwt. Data are presented on the implosion symmetry of a 1-mm-thick 10-cm-diameter 30-cm-long solid
aluminumcylinder (called a liner.) At the moment whenradial compressionof more than 10:1 is a&.ieve& the
inwardvelocity of the innerliner surface is 5 km/see and liner symmetryis excellent (rms variationin radius of
about 6VO).This technology is importantfor Magnetized Target Fusi~ the approach being developedwhere
magnetically insulated plasma is compressed to fiwion ecmditionsby means of an imploded liner. The
constructionof a theta pinchto tijeet a highdensity field-reversedconfiguration(n -1017 cm-3with T -300 eV)
intothe lineris presentlyunderway.

1. Introduction

Magnetized Target Fusion (MTF), shown in Fig. 1 is a promising alternative concepg because
of its potential for low-cost development [1-5]. MTF is closely related to the “liner” fhsion
idea that was investigated in the 1970s [6]. The basic concept is to preheat and embed a
magnetic field in &ion fhel to suppress ekxtron thermal conduction and then by liner
implosion to compress it to megabar pressures where energy gain is produced in microsecond
pulses.
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FIG. 1.As a demonstrationofMT.Fprinciples,afield-reversed con.gwwtion cot..ddbeformed
ina conical thetapinch on the lej?,andinjectedintoa cylindricallinergeometry on the right.
Thenpuked currentof 10Ml or more in the linerwotdddrive a zpinch impiosiontoproduce
thermonuclearcoruiitionx



Progress since the 1970s in the understanding of compact toroids, especially the field reversed
conilguration (FRC) [7], shows how a target plasma can be inserted into a liner for implosion.
Separately, liner technology has been advanced in recent years as a tool for high-energy-
density physics studies of interest to U. S. Department of Energy Defense Programs. Early
work by Kurtmullaev showed promise that this approach is technically feasible [8].

According to present thinking about FRCS, the MHD instabilities otherwise expected for the
magnetic cor@umtion are suppressed provided the size parameter S* = separatrix radius /
(c/~pi) is less than about 3.5xE, where the elongation E is separatrix length relative to
separatrix diameter [1]. Thus an elongated cylindrical liner geometry is preferred for FRC
compression to maintain stability during compression.

2. Implosion of an elongated cylindrical liner

In proposed proof-of-principle MTF experiments a liner with initial length-to-diameter aspect
ratio of 3:1 appeared suitable for anticipated FRC properties [1]. Recent liner experiments by
Defense Programs have focused mainly on smaller aspect ratios, typically 1:2. Therefore, Los
Alamos and Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) conducted a liner-stability experiment
with MTF-relevant geometry using the Shivs Star fhcility at Kirtland Air Force Base in
Albuquerque.

These initial experiments involved no plasma and only a small magnetic field for diagnostic
purposes. A 30-cm-long, 10-cm diameter, 0.1 l-cm thick aluminum liner (alloy 6061-T6) was
imploded on two occasions using the 1300 microfarad Shiva Star capacitor bank charged to

Flash X-ray
sources (2 at
each axial
position)

Vacuum
current feed

included electrical-
parameters, flash radiographs, and an on-axis probe package: fiber optic impact probes
mounted at 1-cm radius (top half of liner) and magnetic probes inside a 0.64-cm tube (lower
half).



Early in the 1l-MA current pulse (peak current at 10 W) the yield strength of aluminum is
exceeded and the liner deformation is ehstic plastic. Discharge parameters are chosen to
avoid bulk melting and vaporization of the liner. Raleigh-Taylor instabilities are expected to
reach small amplitude during implosion provided initial imperfections in the liner’s shape are
sufficiently small [9].

t=23.5 ~S

FIG. 3. Radiographsnear the lowerglideplane of initiallineranda? two timesduring
implosion.2he 0.64-tin stationaryprobe jacket is w“sibleon axis. Because thealuminumis
approm.matelyincompressible,conservationof massimpliesthe increaseof liner thickness
observed in thesedhta.

Radiographs (Fig. 3) show excellent symmetry of the implosion within the -0.02 cm
resolution of the diagnostic. Note the 0.05-cm gap between the inner surface of the liner and
the stationary probe jacket at 23.5 W. This indicates acceptable symmetry even with a final
radial compression ratio of 13:1, which exceeds the 10:1 design goal for MTF compression.
These radiographs do not show the axial and azimuthal array of 16 optical impact probes
located above the liner midplane. The optical probe data show that the final cylindrical shape
was distorted to an oval, but symmehy was better than+ 0.03 cm at the 0.5-crn probe radius.

Liner radius versus time is measured independently by magnetic field measurements
(assuming the liner conserves flux during implosion), radiographs, and impact probes. After
correcting for the timedependent magnetic difl%sion through the stainless steel probe jacket
all data are in excellent agreement as shown in Fig. 4. The inner surface implosion velocity
exceeded 4 lads, and the mass averaged implosion velocity exceeded 3 krnk. The kinetic



energy of the 0.27-kG liner was 1.6 MJ. With modest engineering effort the efficiency could
be improved, but even in this preliminary experiment the transfer efficiency from stored
electrical energy to kinetic energy was 33Y0.
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FIG. 4. Linerrmiiusvs. timefiom rnagneticprobedata (radl-rad4), radiographs,andimpact
probes showingagreementbetweenail measurements.

3. Design of a high-density FRC target plasma injector

Adiabatic compression by a liner is an impressive means of plasma heating. Radial
compression of 10:1 should increase FRC temperature from 250 eV to 10 keV. A zero-
dimensional model that includes realistic losses [1] gives the predictions in Table I.

TAB. I: PREDICTED PARAMETE RS FOR A PROOF-OF-PRINCIPLE MTF
EXPERIMENT.

Parameter Before compression Afler compression
Liner radius (cm) 5 0.5

Separatrix length (cm) 30 4.2
B (T) 5.4 520
Density (cm-3) 1.2X1017 3.5 x 1019
Te (keV) 0.3 8.6
Ti (keV) 0.3 10.6

~E ( ) 28 4
‘ s*/gw 3.5 3.3

Experiments with FRCS in recent years have concentrated on large-dimensio~ millisecond
time scales and low density (n - 1015 cm-3). The higher-density higher-field parameters of
Table I resemble early field-revemed theta-pinch experiments [10,11], which were not as well
diagnosed as modem experiments. Therefore, a new high-density FRC formation experiment
is under construction at Los Alamos to investigate FRC properties in the MTF regime of



parameters. An existing capacitor bank (Colt facility) is being modified to provide a 2.5-ps-
quarter-period 2-MA current pulse into a reverse biased 10-cm-diameter 30-cm-long coil. The
coil and vacuum system is shown in Fig. 5. The FRC parameters of Table I are expected

according to FRC formation models developed in recent years [6].

FIG. 5. High-~eki FRCfonnation cod and wcuum system.A magneticgutie~ekiaiiows the
$?RCformedin thiscoil to translateintoa liner(hot shown)[12]. Currentfeedplatesfiom the
capacitorbunkto the coi~are not shown.

4. Conclusions

Experiments with the AFRL Shivs Star facility have now demonstrated most aspects of the
necessary liner technology for MTF-relevant implosions. A new experiment at LANL will
explore the properties of a high-density FRC injected into a liner with parametem needed for a
proof-of-principle MTF experiment. In just a few years it appears that significant fbsion
energy gain (equivalent DT &ion yield between 1 and 10% of liner kinetic energy) could be
produced by combining the FRC formation system with the liner implosion system on existing
facilities. A Q = 1 experiment would require more liner energy, but would not be expensive
compared with conventional fusion approaches, and if successfid, would pave the way for a
qualitatively different and exciting pathway to practical fhsion energy.
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